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Onset of convection in a very compressible fluid: The transient toward steady state

Horst Meyer and Andrei B. Kogan*
Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708-0305

~Received 25 February 2002; revised manuscript received 11 July 2002; published 26 November 2002!

We analyze the time profileDT(t) of the temperature difference, measured across a very compressible
supercritical3He fluid layer in its convective state. The experiments were done along the critical isochore in a
Rayleigh-Bénard cell after starting the vertical constant heat flowq. For q sufficiently well above that needed
for the convection onset, the transientDT(t) for a givene[(T2Tc)/Tc , with Tc53.318 K, shows a damped
oscillatory profile with periodtosc modulating a smooth base profile. The smooth profile forms the exponential
tail of the transient which tends to the steady-stateDT(`) with a time constantt tail . The scaled timestosc/tD

andt tail /tD from all the data could be collapsed onto two curves as a function of the Rayleigh number over
;3.5 decades. HeretD is the characteristic thermal diffusion time. Furthermore, comparisons are made be-
tween measurements of a third characteristic timetm between the first peak and the first minimum in theDT(t)
profile and its estimation by Onukiet al.Also, comparisons are made between the observed oscillations and the
two-dimensional simulations by Onukiet al. and by Amiroudine and Zappoli. Fore,931023, the experi-
ments show a crossover to a different transient regime. This regime, which we briefly describe, is not under-
stood at present.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.056310 PACS number~s!: 44.25.1f, 64.70.Fx, 47.27.Te
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many common fluids can be treated as incompressi
i.e., one can assume that their density, while perhaps var
slightly with temperature, is pressure-independent. This
one of the assumptions of the so-called Boussinesq app
mation @1#. Throughout this paper, we refer to a fluid
‘‘compressible’’ if the nonzero value of the isothermal com
pressibility bT51/r(]r/]P)T significantly influences the
fluid dynamics and thus cannot be neglected. Herer is the
density andP the pressure.

The increased interest in understanding the properties
compressible flow is driven by both experimental and th
retical work on highly developed turbulence~see the review
article by Kadanoff@2# and references therein!. Compressible
supercritical fluids allow us to explore flow regimes whi
are not easily accessible experimentally: for examp
Prandtl numbers Pr of the order of 500 can be obtain
while for an ordinary gas Pr is of order 1@1#.

A standard experimental approach to study flow is to
a Rayleigh-Be´nard ~RB! geometry, i.e., a laterally confine
horizontal layer of fluid filling the space between two ho
zontal surfaces@3–5#. In a typical experiment, one applie
externally heat with flux densityq, and measures the tem
perature differenceDT(t) across the layer. The observab
quantity of interest to theory is the steady-state valueDT(`)
as a function ofq. If the fluid properties are known, th
relations Nu~Ra, Pr! can be obtained and compared with pr
dictions. Here Nu and Ra are the Nusselt and Rayleigh n
bers, which represent the normalized heat current and t
perature difference, respectively.

Generally, a compressible fluid does not obey the Bou
inesq approximation. However, in a Rayleigh-Be´nard geom-
etry, the Boussinesq approximation is always valid provid
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that the layer height is sufficiently small given the value
bT . And vice versa, even a weakly compressible fluid w
violate the Boussinesq approximation if the layer thicknes
large enough@6#. Therefore, while the effects due to finitebT
are interesting on their own, they can also pose a challe
in understanding results of experiments focusing on ot
phenomena: for example, studies of highly turbulent flow
often performed in tall RB cells, which is desirable becau
of the rapid (;h3) increase of the Rayleigh number with th
cell height.

We are interested in the effects due to nonvanishingbT ,
and we use supercritical3He as a test fluid. Supercritica
fluids provide a unique opportunity to study th
compressibility-related effects, becausebT exhibits a rapid
divergence at the critical point. As a result, one can conti
ously change the system from a weakly compressible sta
a regime where the dynamics is dominated by the high co
pressibility. The analysis presented here extends that
sented in an earlier paper@7# and focuses on the time
dependent transientDT(t). As explained there in detail, th
apparatus design was chosen so that the high compressi
is the only significant deviation from the set of assumptio
required by the Boussinesq approximation.

Even in the absence of convection, e.g., under zero g
ity conditions, the dynamics of a highly compressible flu
can be qualitatively different from an incompressible syste
As was first predicted theoretically by Onuki and Ferrell@8#,
and then later demonstrated experimentally by sev
groups @9#, the density-temperature dynamics following
small disturbance of the temperature of the walls depend
whether the pressureP or the total volumeV ~in other words,
the space-average density^r&) is kept constant. In the latte
case, the mechanism called the ‘‘piston effect’’ dominates
dynamics: Following a small positive step in the wall tem
perature, sharp gradients ofr andT form quickly at the walls
and produce ‘‘boundary layers,’’ which expand away fro
the walls into the bulk of the fluid. The ‘‘piston’’ time scal
for the formation of the boundary layer is typically second

A
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while the relaxation back to the uniform density distributi
happen on the diffusive time scale which in practice is m
utes to hours. These boundary layers compress the bulk
adiabatically, which gives rise to an apparent fast relaxa
of the bulk temperature: it becomes correlated with the w
temperature on the piston time scale instead of that of
diffusion. At constantP, or if the compressibility is small
the density field does not respond to the wall tempera
variations, no boundary layers are formed, and the temp
ture undergoes a conventional diffusive relaxation accord
to the Fourier law.

If the fluid is subjected to the earth gravity fieldg, the
most basic compressibility-related effect is the change in
conditions for the mechanical stability. For a supercritic
fluid, the compressibility increases as (T2Tc)

2geff with geff
'1.19 for 3He, as the critical point is approached fro
above along the critical isochore. As a result, the onset t
sition to the convective state exhibits a crossover from
usual Rayleigh to the Schwarzschild criterion. Far aboveTc ,
the temperature drop across the fluid layer of heightL at the
convection onset transition is given byDTons5DTRa, while
close toTc , the stability regime is determined by the ‘‘adia
batic temperature gradient’’¹Tuad @1# so thatDTad5¹Tuad
3L. HereDTRa, the onset temperature for the Rayleigh c
terion alone, and¹Tuad are given by

DTRa5Rac~DTh/graPL3! ~1!

and

¹Tuad[S ]T

]pD
s

dp

dz
5rgTaP /CP

5rgS 12
CV

CP
D S ]T

]pD
r

. ~2!

Herer, g, h, aP , DT , andCP are respectively, the density
gravitational acceleration, shear viscosity, coefficient of i
baric thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, and isoba
specific heat@10#. For cells with large aspect ratio, the the
retical value of the critical Rayleigh number Rac is '1708.
In general, as has been shown previously@11,12#,

DTons5DTad1DTRa. ~3!

A ‘‘potential temperature’’u can be defined as

]u

]z
5

]T

]z
2¹Tuad, ~4!

wherez is the vertical coordinate~see, for instance, Ref.@1#!.
When u is substituted in place ofT into the hydrodynamic
equations for a compressible fluid, the Boussinesq form
recovered, provided the large¹Tuad causes the only devia
tion from the Boussinesq set of criteria~A, B, C, and D in
the Appendix to Chap. 14 in Ref@1#!. This substitution leads
to the corrected forms Nucorr and Racorr where account is
taken for the effect of compressibility. Here
05631
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Racorr5
Ra~DT2DTad!

DT
,

Nucorr5
~DTdiff2DTad!

~DT2DTad!
~5!

with Ra[aPrgL3DT/hDT . Also DTdiff is the temperature
drop across the fluid in the diffusive regime for the same h
currentq that produces the observedDT. For a discussion of
these corrected numbers, we refer to Ref@7#.

Very recently, we reported a study of the convection
supercritical3He. @7#. The experiments were carried out in
Rayleigh-Bénard cell with a layer thicknessL50.106 cm
and an aspect ratio of 57. The top boundary was kept
constant temperature. A constant heating power was app
at the bottom plate, the temperature of which was left flo
ing. Both the top and the bottom surfaces had a high ther
conductivity and thus there was no lateral temperature in
mogeneity. A temperature differenceDT(t) was measured
across the fluid layer as a function of timet after the heat
current was started. Its value in the steady state is hence
denoted asDT or asDT(`).

The cell was filled to the critical densityr5rc and then
sealed, thus the experiments were always done under fi
volume conditions. The reduced temperaturee5(T
2Tc)/Tc , where Tc53.318 K is the critical temperature
was varied over the range 0.2>e>531024, where the fluid
properties changed substantially, for instance 1.231026

,bT,1.531023 cm2/dyn and 2,Pr,590. The effects of
gravity on the vertical density distribution were at most
the order of a few % at the temperatures closest toTc . The
heat currentsq across the fluid were kept small enough th
there were no significant changes of the fluid propert
across the fluid layer, even those strongly dependent oe
and onr. The fluid system was therefore never highly no
linear in the dependence of properties onz in the cell. In
addition, as mentioned earlier, all the assumptions requ
for the validity of the Boussinesq approximation, except t
compressibility requirements, were fulfilled. For the nume
cal estimates of the maximum deviations as well as the
perimental procedures and details, see Ref.@7#.

Over the range 0.009<e<0.2, patterns with damped os
cillations were observed. Their frequencytosc

21 increased with
q and eventually the oscillations were smoothed out~Fig. 9
of Ref. @7#!. For e<0.009, theDT(t) profiles changed ap
preciably from those just described. These unusual transi
stimulated theoretical studies of this supercritical fluid s
tem, undertaken independently by Amiroudine and Zapp
~AZ! @13,14# and by Onuki and co-workers@15,16#. Both
groups carried out simulation studies with different cod
and approximations, and some of their respective results
be discussed in this paper in connection with our data an
sis. The simulations used the Navier-Stokes~NS! equation
and the heat conduction equation where a term was adde
both, which takes into account the compressibility as rep
sented by the adiabatic temperature gradient. The simulat
were in two dimensions, and in Ref.@15# the Stokes approxi-
mation was used, where in the NS equation the time der
0-2
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ONSET OF CONVECTION IN A VERY COMPRESSIBLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 056310 ~2002!
tive of the velocity was set to zero. The fluid was contain
in a cell with an aspect ratio of 4 with vertical period
boundary conditions. In Ref.@16#, the Stokes approximation
was not used and the simulations then extended to Rcorr

2Rac543106. In the work by AZ @14#, the simulations
were carried out up to Racorr2Rac563106 with the use of a
supercomputer. Here various aspect ratios were used, bu
ways with periodic boundary conditions. Furthermore,
instability onset time of the same fluid, after the heat curr
start, was theoretically investigated as a function ofq ande
by Carlès @17# and by El Khoury and Carle`s @18#.

To describe a transient, we introduce several character
time scales that can be extracted from recorded data. Tw
these, the period of damped oscillationstosc and the relax-
ation timet tail of the transient tail end, give in scaled form
particularly interesting universal result, which has not be
predicted so far. In Sec. II, we give an overview of vario
types of profilesDT(t), and the conditions under which the
are observed, and we define the characteristic times use
the analysis. This is followed in Sec. III by the scaled p
sentation oftosc andt tail versus the Rayleigh number. In Se
IV, another measured characteristic time in theDT(t) profile,
tm , as defined by Chiwata and Onuki@15#, is compared with
their predictions and simulations. Also the simulation resu
by AZ are discussed. The temperature region fore,9
31023, where no oscillations were observed, is briefly d
scribed. Finally Sec. V presents the main results and con
sions.

II. CONVECTION ONSET AND TRANSIENT PROFILES

We first give an overview of the various profilesDT(t)
observed after the start of the constant heat flowq at t 5 0,
and we find that they exhibit several distinct characteris
shapes. For each of these, one can identify an approxim
range in the parameterse andDT(`), or a ‘‘zone’’ where the
shape is observed. We first describe the typicalDT(t) shapes
and the corresponding ‘‘zones’’ in theDT(`)-e plane. Then,
we define two characteristic times and discuss their res
tive uncertainties. Because theDT(t) observed above an
below e'931023 are quite different, we consider them
separately.

A. Region for eÐ9Ã10À3

In the nonconvective regime, the transientDT(t) follows
the prediction of the Fourier law, modified to accommod
the adiabatic or ‘‘piston’’ effect. An example trace can
seen in Fig. 1~c!. DT(t) tends exponentially toDT(`) with
a relaxation time determined by the thermal diffusion co
ficient DT @19#. This corresponds to zoneF of the diagram in
Fig. 2. The solid line separating zoneF from the rest of the
field is given by the condition of the mechanical stabil
@Eq. ~3!# confirmed experimentally in@7#.

Whenq is increased above the value that correspond
the convection onset, the transientDT(t) exhibits an initial
rise followed by an overshoot. This is a well-known effe
which can be understood as a result of the fluid ine
@20,21#: the convection does not start immediately after
05631
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mechanical stability condition is violated. Instead,DT(t)
rises in accordance with the nonconvective dynamics p
the convection onset threshold until the fluid flow develo
Two examples of such behavior are shown at very differ
values ofe in Fig. 1~b! and Fig. 3~b!. This behavior is ob-
served in zoneA of Fig. 2. Interestingly, we do not generall
find the relaxation towards theDT(`) to be exponential, as
predicted and experimentally observed in the immediate
cinity of the onset for Boussinesq fluids@20,21#. Instead, we
find an almost linear decrease followed by a kink in t
transient. The noise in Fig. 1 obscures the ‘‘kink’’ which
clearly seen in Fig. 3~b! at the end of the overshoot. W
henceforth refer to the transients of this type as a ‘‘trunca
oscillation.’’

A further increase inq produces damped oscillations i
DT(t) with a periodtosc @Figs. 1~a! and 3~a!#. Most of the
analysis presented in this work focuses on this regime. Th
oscillations are observed in the lower part of zoneB in Fig. 2
above its boundary with zoneA. For e,931023, this
boundary is undetermined because of a lack of data.

FIG. 1. RecordingsDT(t) after starting the heat current, wit
the definition of the timestosc ~Sec. III! and tm ~Sec. IV!. The
recordings were made ate50.04 with the heat flowq ~in
1028 W/cm2: ~a! 5.17 ~b! 2.53, and~c! 1.21.

FIG. 2. Tentative ‘‘zone diagram’’ for the profilesDT(t) in the
DT-e plane. The line of solid circles forms the boundary betwe
zonesA and B. There are no data for this boundary belowe,9
31023, where no oscillations are observed. In zoneE, no over-
shoot is observed.
0-3
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H. MEYER AND A. B. KOGAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 056310 ~2002!
With increasingq in zoneB, the profileDT(t) becomes
more complex but has two components amenable to anal
damped oscillations of periodtosc(q,e) followed by a
smooth base profile with a minimum, beyond whichDT(t)
tends exponentially toDT(`) from below with a relaxation
time t tail(q,e). This evolution withq at e50.05 can be seen
in Fig. 4, where for emphasis only the top portion of t
DT(t) profile is shown. The visibility and relative amplitud
of these components are functions ofe and ofq. For a given
e, both t tail and tosc decrease with increasingq, and always
tosc,t tail . When tosc becomes comparable to the time co
stant of the thermometer circuitry,.1.3 s, the oscillation
amplitude and eventually the very first peak beco
smoothed out and only the base profile relaxation is
served. Hence in a portion of the recorded traces, eithertosc
or t tail can be determined, but not both.

For the determination oft tail , which ranged from;5 to
100 s, the recorded curve was fitted to an exponential, a

FIG. 3. RecordingsDT(t) at e50.2, with the definition of the
times tm and tosc. ~a! In zoneB of Fig. 2 with damped oscillations
and ~b! in zoneA with truncated oscillations. The heat flowq ~in
1027 W/cm2) is ~a! 3.89 and~b! 2.16.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the profilesDT(t) at e50.05 with increas-
ing values ofq ~in 1027 W/cm2): ~a! 9.65, ~b! 61.3, and~c! 154.
05631
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check of the dependence on the fit range showed an inte
consistency int tail within about610%. The relaxation pro-
file distortion by the instrumental time constant has be
considered@22#. Besides an effective overall lag, there is n
significant change produced in the value oft tail . The oscil-
lation periodtosc was obtained from the time count betwee
succeeding minima, with an average error of approximat
610%. In this determination, the position of the first max
mum in DT(t) was not included. This was because the tim
tm between this maximum and the first minimum, as defin
in Ref. @15#, is larger than half of the oscillation periodtosc.
This asymmetry is most evident fore50.2 @see Fig. 3~a!#
and gradually decreases withe.

At high enough values ofq, an additional very weak and
broad maximum is observed beforeDT(`) is reached from
above. The amplitude of this component is only at most 0.
of DT(`) and the corresponding relaxation time to stea
state is estimated to be aboutO(5t tail). In our analysis, we
have neglected this additional component.

B. Region for eÏ9Ã10À3

As already described in Ref.@7#, the profiles ofDT(t) in
this region are quite different from those at highere. In zone
E of Fig. 2, no overshoot is observed. After the start of t
heat flow, the increase ofDT(t) is found to be consisten
with diffusive heat transfer@19# until the onset of instability
leads to saturation and to the plateauDT(`), as shown by
the three lowest traces in Fig. 12~a! of Ref. @7#. Above the
passage from zoneE to B, indicated by a hatched band i
Fig. 2, there is a gradual appearance of an overshoot
increasingq, but without oscillations.

III. SCALED TIMES VERSUS RAYLEIGH NUMBER

Steady-state measurements in both compressible and
sentially incompressible liquids@3–5# show approximate
scaling of the data on a Nucorr(Racorr) plot leading to a uni-
versal curve. This is also the case for supercritical3He at
various temperatures, but reported over a larger range obT
and Pr than previously. The degree of scaling ofsteady-state
data can be seen in Figs. 7~a! and 8 of Ref.@7# ~see, however,
@23#!. Is there similarly for thetransientdata a corresponding
representation of scaled times that leads to a universal cu
This section deals with this question.

Since data extend from the regime of early turbulen
(Ra;53106) to close to the convection onset, we expre
them in terms of the ‘‘distance’’ from this transition,@Racorr

2Rac#. It is useful here to present the relation with the me
sured quantitiesDT andDTons. From a combination of Eqs
~3! and ~5!, one obtains

@Racorr2Rac#5B~e!@DT2DTons#, ~6!

whereB(e)[rgaPL3/(hDT), with numerical values show
ing a strong dependence one along the critical isochore, a
presented in Table I.

We have found that bothtosc andt tail , when scaled by the
diffusive time tD5L2/4DT @24#, and plotted versus@Racorr

2Rac#, can be collapsed on two separate curves. The ra
0-4
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TABLE I. Several properties~numbers rounded off! for 3He along its critical isochore, relevant to th
convection onset transient.B@e#, defined in Eq.~6! and tD5L2/4DT are functions of the layer thicknessL
and have been calculated for the present cell,L50.106 cm. Square brackets indicate powers of 10.

e bT (cm2/dyne) D (cm2)/s g Pr B@e# (K21) tD(s)

5.0@24# 1.52@23# 7.3@27# 3.0@3# 590 7.0@12# 3.8@3#

1.2@23# 5.7@24# 1.4@26# 1.2@3# 290 1.4@12# 2.0@3#

2.0@23# 2.91@24# 2.3@26# 6.6@2# 180 4.3@11# 1.2@3#

5.0@23# 9.61@25# 5.5@26# 2.5@2# 75 6.1@10# 5.1@2#

1.0@22# 4.30@25# 1.1@25# 1.2@2# 38 1.4@10# 2.6@2#

2.0@22# 1.88@25# 2.2@25# 58 19 3.1@09# 1.3@2#

5.0@22# 6.32@26# 5.4@25# 23 7.4 4.2@08# 52
1.0@21# 2.77@26# 1.1@24# 12 3.8 9.8@07# 27
2.0@21# 1.21@26# 1.9@24# 6.5 2.1 2.4@07# 15
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of scaling extends over about 3.5 decades in@Racorr2Rac#.
In Fig. 5, we show this scaling plot where the various sy
bols indicate the temperaturese at which the transients wer
recorded@25#. There are some systematic deviations a
scatter of less than615% from the average curves.

This is a remarkable result because with decreasine
from 0.2 to 931023, the isothermal compressibilitybT and
tD increase by factors of'40 and 20, respectively , and th
Prandtl number Pr increases from 2 to 42. Over appro
mately 2.5 decades of@Racorr2Rac#, the curves fortosc/tD
and t tail /tD can be represented by power laws with exp
nents of .20.52 and20.60, as obtained from a ‘‘best
straight line through the points. Because of the nonunifo
data distribution over the range of Rayleigh numbers, a le
square fit seems inappropriate. Both scaled times diverg
@Racorr2Rac#→0 and there appears to be no clear dep
dence on Pr, as shown by the collapsing of the data for v

FIG. 5. Scaled plots oftosc/tD and t tail /tD versus @Racorr

2Rac# for reduced temperatures 931023<e<0.2. The dashed
lines are ‘‘guides to the eye.’’
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ous values ofe. We can therefore expect that the represe
tations in Fig. 5 should be the same for other fluids kep
constant volume, and hence they form in a crude first
proximation a universal set of curves. We note that for co
vection transients observed at constant pressure in liquid4He
@21#, DT(t) relaxes from its ‘‘overshoot’’ maximum toward
DT(`) with a characteristic time that diverges as@Ra
2Rac#→0, similarly showing the ‘‘slowing down’’ as the
transition to fluid stability is approached.

As mentioned before, no damped oscillations were
tected fore,931023. To check whether this absence cou
be caused by the instrumental time constant iftosc becomes
too short, a calculation of the expectedtosc was made based
on the scaling plot of Fig. 5. This calculation was done
e5531023 and 331023 and for several values ofDT
where experiments had been carried out. For theseDT(t)
profiles, the predictedtosc values were of order 15 s, larg
enough to be clearly observable. Hence we conclude tha
character of the transient has changed whene is below 9
31023. Furthermore, thet tail /tD obtained from analysis o
theDT(t) recordings ate5531024 were found to be incon-
sistent with an extrapolation from the scaled plot in Fig. 5
the higher Ra numbers (;43108) corresponding to these

FIG. 6. Logarithmic presentation oftm vs @DT2DTons# at e
50.05, from experiments and from simulations by Chiwata a
Onuki @15#. The solid line represents the predicted behavior in
limit of small @DT2DTons#, Eq. ~8!.
0-5
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H. MEYER AND A. B. KOGAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 056310 ~2002!
data. The steady-state data at this temperature also sh
an anomalous behavior in the Nucorr(Racorr) plot @7,23#.

It has been shown in several papers@14–16# from simu-
lations that the compressible fluids should give damped
cillatory DT(t) arbitrarily close to the convection onset. Th
behavior is associated with the formation of the bound
layers responsible for the ‘‘piston effect’’ and thus shou
occur in compressible fluids kept at constant volume, but
at constant pressure. The boundary layers are predicte
undergo an instability which leads to a sequence
‘‘plumes’’ of hot and cold fluid moving across the cell per
odically, and producing oscillations inDT(t). Eventually the
oscillations disappear as the ‘‘plumes’’ give way to the tim
independent convection rolls.

IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH PREDICTIONS

In this section, we are concerned with the timetm between
the first peak and the first minimum of theDT(t) profile ~see
Figs. 1 and 3!. Specific predictions fortm have been made
analytically@15# as well as obtained from numerical simul
tions @14–16#. We extend the definition oftm to include the
region of truncated oscillation, as shown in Fig. 1~b! and
3~b!, where the minimum has been replaced by a kink f
lowed by a plateau. This truncated overshoot is found
zone A of Fig. 2. When plotted versus@DT2DTons# or
@Racorr2Rac#, the line of thetm data points for a givene is
continued smoothly from zoneB into zoneA. Here we note
that in neither the simulations of Ref.@15# nor those of Ref.
@14# is there evidence of the ‘‘truncated oscillations’’ as w
observed experimentally~zone A). In the simulations,
damped oscillations were obtained with a diverging period
@DT2DTons#→0.

A. Comparison with numerical simulations

In Fig. 6, we show the timetm as a function of@DT
2DTons#, and the comparison between the experiments
the simulations@15# at e50.05 for a range of heat currentsq.

FIG. 7. Experimental data oftm vs @DT2DTons# for selected
reduced temperatures in the range 931023<e<0.2. To avoid over-
crowding, half of the curves at constante have been suppresse
The solid lines, all with a slope of (21) are the result of a fit to the
data in the limiting region of small values of@DT2DTons#. The
slope (21) of the solid line represents the predicted behavior.
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As per Table I, @DT2DTons#5231025 corresponds to
@Racorr2Rac#58.43103. It can be seen that both sets
points give almost parallel lines, with the amplitude diffe
ence being of the order of 30%. In the limit of small he
currents~or small values of@DT2DTons#), the exponent of
both lines of points tends to (21). At high values of@DT
2DTons# or of @Racorr2Rac# the exponent is found to be
'0.5, and this result is similar to that found in Fig. 5 for th
scaledtosc/tD plot.

A simple prediction for the value of the limiting slope ca
be obtained in the Stokes approximation, when@Racorr/Rac
21#<Pr(e) @15#. In this case,tm is estimated by settingtm
'L/v, the time it will take for the cooler fluid near the to
of the cell to flow to the lower boundary. Herev is the
velocity estimated from arguments given under Eq.~7! in
Ref. @15#, andtm is then given by

~ tm /tD!@Racorr/Rac21#5O~1! ~7!

and, after combining with Eq.~6!, by

tm5O~1!tDB~e!21@DT2DTons#
21 ~8!

with O(1) a numerical factor of the order of 1.@In Ref. @15#,
the ‘‘5O(1)’’ was written as ‘‘'. ’’ See also Ref.@16#, para-
graph ~i! under Eq.~3.8!.# This estimation, where we hav
set O(1)51, is shown by a solid line in Fig. 6 fore
50.05. The agreement between the estimations, the exp
ments, and the simulations is within the expected uncerta
of the estimation.

The simulations have given impressive agreement w
the experimental results under the steady-state conditi
for instance in the plot ofDT versusq ~Fig. 4 in Ref.@15#!,
in the convection current versus Racorr, ~Fig. 4 of Ref.@16#!,
and also in the plots ofDT(t) at e50.01 by AZ @14#. While
on the whole the agreement between simulations and exp
ments for the oscillatory transient is good, we note so

FIG. 8. The ratio (tm /tD)@Racorr/Rac21# from Eq. ~7! vs the
reduced temperaturee. The symbols~solid circles! represent the
results obtained from the plot in Figs. 6 and 7 including all t
values ofe where convection data were taken. According to t
predictions@15#, the ratio should be of the order of 1 and indepe
dent ofe.
0-6
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minor inconsistencies. From the simulation plots, Figs. 1 a
2 in Ref. @15#, Fig. 1~a! in Ref. @16#, both at 0.05, and simi-
larly from plots by AZ ate50.01, the ratiotosc/2tm is always
.1. By contrast, in the experiments the ratio is,1, as can
be seen from Figs. 1~a!, 3~a!, and 4~a! in this paper. Also in
the simulations of Ref.@16#, Fig. 1~a! shows no evidence o
the observed slow relaxation to the steady-state value ofDT.
Here the simulations are compared with the same experim
tal data as in Fig. 4~a! of the present paper. Hence, so f
simulations do not provide a prediction fort tail . Also, as
mentioned before, they do not show truncated oscillati
~zoneA in Fig. 2!.

B. Comparison with theory

We have first examined for the range 0.009<e<0.2 a plot
of tm /tD versus@Racorr2Rac# similar to Fig. 5. Thetm data
include results from both zonesA and B, and extend to a
lower range of@Racorr2Rac# than in Fig. 5. However, in
contrast to thetosc/tD plot, we found that the data did not fa
on a single curve. The spread is particularly large at l
values of@Racorr2Rac#. Hence such a scaled representat
was not found to be informative. Instead, for the comparis
of the prediction with experiments, it was found more co
venient to formulatetm in terms of temperature difference
@DT2DTons# than of@Racorr2Rac#, as it gives a more com
pact data representation.

In Fig. 7, we show experimental data sets at selected
ues ofe, to avoid overcrowding~the set fore50.05, shown
in Fig. 6, has not been included here!, and all were fitted with
straight lines of slope of (21) in the limit of small values of
@DT2DTons#. These fits gave the corresponding amplitud
which were converted into amplitudes of@Racorr2Rac# by
means of Eq.~6!. The result is presented in Fig. 8 in th
scaled form of Eq.~7! as a function ofe. Since the expected
ratio is of order unity@15#, there is agreement with predic
tions at the higher values ofe, but a systematic deviation
appears ase decreases below 0.02, perhaps anticipating
crossover to the regimee<931023, where damped oscilla
tions are no longer observed.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have analyzed the time-dependent temperature di
enceDT(t) across the fluid layer along the critical isocho
in a Rayleigh-Be´nard cell with a height ofL50.1 cm and a
large aspect ratio. The experiments studied the behavio
the fluid in its convective state from the start of a const
heat flow and until steady state was observed. The meas
ments were done with supercritical3He along the critical
isochore where the physical properties change rapidly w
the distance fromTc . A characteristic time for this system i
tD5L2/4DT, the diffusive time, whereDT is the thermal

@1# D.J. Tritton, Physical Fluid Dynamics~Oxford Science, Ox-
ford, 1988!, Chap. 14.

@2# L.P. Kadanoff, Phys. Today54~8!, 34 ~2001!.
@3# Sh. Ashkenazi and V. Steinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett.83, 3641
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diffusion coefficient. The experiments have shown profiles
DT(t) gradually evolving with reduced temperaturee and
heat flowq. The principal results can be summarized as f
lows.

~i! The transient profiles appear to fall into two tempe
ture regimes: above and belowe5931023. In the regime
above, damped oscillations are observed, but not so in
regime below. The oscillations have subsequently been
produced in simulations by Onuki and his group and
Amiroudine and Zappoli ate50.05 and 0.01.

~ii ! For e>931023, and for increasing heat flows, ther
is first a region of truncated oscillations. For larger hea
damped oscillations with a periodtosc are observed, and a
still larger heat also a tail of the transient which tends to
steady-state valueDT with a relaxation timet tail . It is found
that the scaled values oftosc/tD andt tail /tD fall on two sepa-
rate curves of points when plotted versus the Rayleigh nu
ber. This is remarkable, considering that the physical prop
ties change very rapidly along the critical isochore.

~iii ! For low Rayleigh numbers, predictions were made
Onuki and co-workers for the timetm between the first maxi-
mum and the following minimun in the oscillatory transie
DT(t). We find their results to be in approximate agreem
with our data.

~iv! While there is an impressive semiquantitative agr
ment between the observedDT(t) profiles, and those simu
lated in 2D under identical conditions ofL and fluid proper-
ties, there are some differences in detail. This might be
to the nature of the simulations where the geometry is diff
ent from that of the experimental cell. First, the simulatio
did not reveal a regime of truncated oscillations, as did
experiments. Second, there are subtle, but nevertheless
ible differences in the oscillation patterns as shown by
ratiostosc/2tm which are.1 in the simulations but generall
,1 in the experiments.

~v! For e,931023 no truncated or damped oscillation
were detected, while an extrapolation of the observati
above this regime indicates that oscillations should h
been observable. Hence the character of the profileDT(t)
appears to be different in this temperature regime, and ne
to be understood.
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